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Briefs

ampus
CC
alendar

11.18

11.19

Public Library

Noon,
Hunger
Games
Grocery
Bag Bingo, CMU
Ballroom
8
p.m.,
Brett
Young,
CMU
Underground
7 p.m., The Naked
I: Insides Out,
LGBT Monologue
Play,
Glasrud
Auditorium, Weld

11.18-11.24
Noon-1 p.m., GIS
Day Panel, Library
Auditorium

11.20

11.24

6-9:30
p.m.,
“Cowspiracy” free
screening,
Fargo

Senate
pdate
U

7:30-8:30
p.m.,
Men’s Panel, CMU
Underground
4-6:30
p.m.,
“Naming
the
Unnamed
Conspirator”
screening,
CMU
101

11.13 Meeting

•

The Senate met with Spherion’s client service supervisor
Jessica Dyrdahl, who discussed the services Spherion can
provide to students looking for career guidance.

•

Senators discussed topics including restarting the bike
share program, make the campus more veteran-friendly,
and student learning outcomes.

Students are invited to attend Senate
meetings Thursdays at 6 p.m. in CMU 205.

SUpdate

ecurity

11.7:
•

11.8:
•

•

Criminal Damage to Property
reported by IT Department

responded
Marijuana

odor

complaint

in Holmquist, one cited by

Moorhead PD for possession of

drug paraphernalia, one referred

11.9:
•

Alcohol violation in Nelson, two
cited by Moorhead PD for minor

consuming, three referred to
•

11.11:
•

OSCAR

Bicycle stolen from Library bike
rack

Smoking violation in 14th Street
bus stop, two referred to OSCAR

To report a problem, contact Public Safety at 218-477-2449.

Be especially careful on bridges, overpasses and
infrequently traveled roads, which will freeze first.

Advocate
The Advocate is published weekly during
the academic year, except during final
examination and vacation periods. It serves
as a voice for students and an outlet for
information important to them.
Opinions expressed in The Advocate
are not necessarily those of the college
administration, faculty or student body.
The Advocate encourages letters to the
editor. They should be typed and must
include the writer’s name, signature, address,
phone number, year in school or occupation
and any affiliations. Letters are due by 5 p.m.
Friday and can be sent to MSUM Box 130,
dropped off at The Advocate office in CMU
Room 110 or emailed to us at advocate@
mnstate.edu. The Advocate reserves the
right to edit letters and refuse publication
of letters omitting requested information. It
does not guarantee the publication of any
letter.

Dragons encouraged to help ‘Fill
the Dome’
Canned goods and non-perishable
food items are being collected for
the annual Fill the Dome youth-led
food drive. With the help of student
organizations and student groups,
more than 1,100 items have already
been collected.
Donations are being collected
until 3 p.m. Friday, Nov. 21 and
can be dropped off in various office
locations around campus including
the C-store in the CMU, Biosciences
and Chemistry Main Office in
Hagen 103, Residence Halls at

every front desk, the bookstore,
Social Work office at Lommen
114, International Student Services
at CMU 229, Career Development
Center at Flora Frick 151, Office
of Student Activities at CMU 222,
Women’s Center at Bridges 154,
Admissions Office at Owens 102,
Athletics Department at Nemzek
134, and at Kise.
North Dakota Human Rights
Coalition hosts fifth annual
summit
The North Dakota Human
Rights Coalition will host its fifth
annual summit at The Avalon
Saturday, Nov. 22 from 9a.m.-3
p.m.
This year’s theme topic is
“Making Change Happen in
North Dakota.”
Registration for the event is
$30, which includes breakfast and
lunch. Attendees must register by
Nov. 15 online at www.ndhrc.com
or by email at jonellbakke51@
gmail.com
Soup drive raises money for the
FM Pride Collective
The FM Pride Collective invites
students to their “Souper Pride
Soup Drive” fundraising event
Saturday from 6:30-8:30 p.m. at
the First Congregational Church in
Moorhead.
Along with a variety of soups
from vendors such as Olive Garden,
Ground Round and Lonestar,

the event will offer a raffle with
drawings held every 10 minutes.
Admission is $5 and raffle tickets
are $2.
For more information, contact
Brady McClaflin at mcclaflibr@
mnstate.edu
Campus Sustainability offers
free lunch and transportation
conversation
The
Office
of
Campus
Sustainability invites students to
eat a free lunch today from noon to
1 p.m. in the faculty development
center, LI 124.
MOVE MN’s Bethany Frankel
will join Campus Sustainability at
the event to launch a conversation
about the future of transportation in
Minnesota.
RSVP is required by emailing joe.
herbst@mnstate.edu. Open to all
MSUM students, faculty, and staff.
Chamber of Secrets awaits
students at Harry Potter Saturday
Soiree
FilmLoop and Blackfriars theater
group invite students to a Harry
Potter-themed Saturday Soiree,
where they will be sorted into a
house, test their knowledge in Harry
Potter Trivia, design their own
wand, and watch Harry Potter and
the Chamber of Secrets.
The event starts saturday at 7 p.m.
in the CMU.
Butter-beer and gingerbread
pudding cake will be provided.

to OSCAR

Safety Tip of the Week

The

Work begins for task force against
sexual violence
The president’s task force on
sexual violence, chaired by Lynn
Peterson, coordinator for Sexual
Assault Services, met for the first
time last week.
The group’s charge is to make
recommendations to the president
about how to create a campus
culture in which sexual violence,
including date and acquaintance
rape, sexual harassment, stalking,
and other forms of sexual assault is
not tolerated.
Recommendations
will
encompass, but are not be limited
to, campus policy enforcement,
prevention efforts, educational
programming,
advocacy
and
support for survivor, safety and
security measures, awareness, and
intervention.

11.7-11.11

Intoxicated non-student at 14th
Street bus stop, Moorhead PD

MSUM Briefs
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The Advocate is always looking for
talented writers, photographers, columnists
and illustrators.
Contact the editor for more information or
attend staff meetings on Sunday evenings.
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Marie Veillette, opinion editor
Ellen Rossow, features editor
Samantha Stark, A&E editor
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Zana Pommier, copy editor
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Robert Plemel, business manager

World News
ISIS Claims to Behead US Aid
Worker
On Sunday, ISIS released a video
claiming to have decapitated U.S. aid
worker, Peter Kassig.
A U.S. official confirmed the
video’s authenticity, according to
Rukmini Callimachi at the New York
Times.
The beheading is not seen in the
16-minute long video, but a masked
militant dressed in black holds
Kassig’s severed head.
The militant speaks with a British
accent and appears to be the same one
in the four other ISIS videos showing
the murders of American and British
hostages over the past four months.
”This is Peter Edward Kassig, a U.S.
citizen, of your country; Peter who
fought against the Muslims in Iraq,
while serving as a soldier,” said the
militant in the video
Kassig served in Iraq before being
honorably discharged for medical
reasons in 2007.
He converted to Islam-Rahman
and found a charity to help provide
food and medical supplies to Syrian
refugees. He was captured by ISIS in

October 2013.
Nebraska Ebola Patient is
Critically Ill
The Nebraska hospital caring
for a doctor who contracted Ebola
said he is critically ill after being
airlifted from Sierra Leone. Salia,
a permanent U.S. resident, was
working in Sierra Leone as a surgeon.
He was confirmed to have contracted
Ebola on Tuesday.
He was airlifted out of Sierra
Leone at the request of his wife, a
U.S. citizen.
Salia is the tenth known Ebola
case in the U.S. According to the
World Health Organization, Ebola
has claimed the lives of 5,177 people
in Africa.
Adrian Peterson skips disciplinary
hearing
Minnesota Vikings star running
back Adrian Peterson refused
to appear Friday at a scheduled
disciplinary hearing with the NFL, a
league official told ESPN.
Peterson and the NFL Players
Association also refused to meet at

any time in the past week.
The NFL also charged that
Peterson would not give the league
an alternative date for the disciplinary
hearing in connection to his childabuse case in Texas.The scheduled
hearing was a different, more
significant one than the conference
call set for 2 p.m. Monday, when
Peterson’s grievance relating to
remaining on the commissioner’s
exempt list will be heard.
Pope slams right to die movement
In response to Brittany Maynard’s
very public decision to die after
she was diagnosed with terminal
brain cancer, the Pope denounced
euthanasia.
Calling it a “sin against God,” he
specifically referenced Maynard.
“This woman (took her own life)
thinking she would die with dignity,
but this is the error,” he said, calling
her death “reprehensible.”
He also called assisted suicide
“an absurdity” and that claiming
euthanasia lets people die with
dignity creates a “false sense of
compassion.”

World and MSUM briefs from dailybeast.com, Dragon Digest and submissions to advocate@mnstate.edu.
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News

Classrooms go green with new initiative
BY TRENT ZBICHORSKI
zbichorstr@mnstate.edu

Reduce, reuse, recycle are the
three R’s everyone hears about
time and time again. If you take a
look around, you might notice the
trash and recycling bins located all
throughout campus. In an effort
to go green, trash cans have been
removed from classrooms in Weld
and Lommen in hopes of increasing
recycling around campus.
The program went into full effect
on Monday, Nov. 17. Trash cans
have been relocated to the hallways
for students to dispose of their waste
properly.
“It’s an idea that’s been around for
a while, and it’s happened at some
other colleges,” said Joseph Herbst,
sustainability coordinator for
MSUM. “We have thought about
doing it here and the timing of it
really came about when the society
and the environment class decided
to take this on as their project for the
semester.”

The goal of the project is to
eliminate people throwing away
recyclables in trashcans.
“I think in the long run, it will
increase recycling rates,” Herbst said.
“More people will recycle instead of
just taking the convenient option
and throwing it in the trash can on
their way out of the classroom.”
Students in the society and the
environment class made sure to go
forward with the idea in an effort to
emphasize recycling habits.
“It will make life a little easier for
our general maintenance workers
and will also make people more
aware of recycling,” Herbst said.
“There are some things you can do
to change behavior, but you also
have to try and make it a little easier
for people, so I think we are doing
that with this effort.”
The program will affect students
who currently have classes in Weld
or Lommen, but the Office of
Campus Sustainability has plans of
making every classroom trash can
free in the near future.

“I like the idea of removing trash
cans from classrooms,” said Aries
Serrano, a mass communications
senior. “I make sure to recycle
whenever I can and to do anything
that will help our planet out in the
long run.”
The length of the project will
depend on how smooth the
transition is. It will also determine
if it will be implemented campus
wide.
“If it’s a horrible disaster, we may
have to revisit whether this is the
right time or what adjustments
might need to be made,” Herbst said.
“I think its got enough momentum
that it probably will be everywhere
within a year or less.”
With the intention of increasing
recycling around campus, Herbst
hopes people will step up and do
their part.
“Recycling is led by example and
if people see someone doing it, they
are more than likely to choose the
recycling bin if it’s located next to a
garbage can,” Herbst said.

HEALTH, FROM FRONT
can ask questions they may not
feel comfortable asking,” said
Lynn Peterson, coordinator for
sexual assault services and wellness
education at Hendrix Health. “We’ll
have lots of questions and they can
put them in the basket, and as we
draw them out, the panel will talk
about each one of those questions.”
Attendees are encouraged not to
be bashful about the anonymous
questions they submit.
“I don’t think there are any
questions that are out of bounds,”

Peterson said. “One of the things
I’ve been asked is how do you get
a NuvaRing out of you? What do I
do if it falls out of me and it touches
the floor? Or, I’ve heard that the pill
makes you gain weight, are there any
other options?”
Though all students are welcome
to the event, Peterson said the
event will focus on women’s
health, emphasizing that the health
concerns women face can be
especially intimidating as they enter
adulthood.

“This is the age group a lot of
the times where you’re having your
first pap smear, and they have no
idea what it is, or what are the tools
they use or what they’re looking for,”
Peterson said. “It will help prepare
them to be health care consumers in
the future; it’s kind of about learning
how to navigate the health care
system and learning what you need
to do to be taking care of myself in
the future as well.”
Peterson has worked at Hendrix
Health for 15 years, and previously

worked at the Rape and Abuse
Crisis Center in Fargo. As one of
the speakers, Peterson will give a
presentation outlining the resources
available on campus to survivors of
sexual violence.
Other presenters and panelists
will include Hendrix staff such
as dietician Janet Brown, nurse
practitioner Sheryl Olson, and
counselor Miracle Hoff, as well as an
OBGYN from Sanford.
Along with participating in a
candid approach to women’s health,

attendees will be eligible to score
some swag including Family Fare
supermarket and Dragon gear in a
drawing at the end of the night.
“You can learn how to take better
care of yourself or learn about things
as a young woman, to make choices
for your life and learn what your
choices are in life and take better care
of yourself,” said Gloria Riopelle,
assistant director of external affairs
for Dragon Athletics. “We’re all so
busy, so we should all take time to
learn how to be healthy.”

CAREER, FROM FRONT
said. She advised practicing skills
outside of class could be just as helpful
as holding an internship.
“If you don’t have an internship, start
blogging,” Wathne said. “Do things on
your own.”
Even taking a semester to study
abroad can supplement the experience
section of a resume. Both said their
experiences in other countries gave
them a new perspective as well as
independence and confidence.
Wathne and Boehm stressed the
best thing interviewees can do to make
a memorable impression is to show
their personalities and be themselves.

“Don’t be afraid to show who you
are,” Wathne said.
Boehm agreed. “There is nothing
wrong with that at all because that’s
what they want to see.”
In the digital age, interviewees have
another factor playing into their first
impression: social media accounts.
Wathne said she puts links to all her
accounts on her resume, besides her
Facebook, which she keeps private.
“It’s easier than trying to hide it,” she
said.
Even though she does not readily
share her Facebook, she still monitors
what she posts.

“If you ever need someone who will
keep you in line, friend your mom,”
Wathne advised. “She’ll let you know if
anything crosses the line.”
Though it is important to monitor
accounts, Wathne said it is still
acceptable to show personality on
social media.
“I don’t want to look at someone’s
Twitter account who’s a robot who
tweets nothing but articles about
marketing,” she said. “Show your
personality, just don’t be crass about it.”
It is always difficult to admit to not
being skilled in an area, and that can be
even more uncomfortable to articulate

in an interview with a potential
employer.
“I had to accept the fact that it wasn’t
embarrassing,” Boehm said, adding a
genuine desire to learn in areas that are
still cloudy is better than pretending to
have a skill.
“Every
interview
is
an
experience,”Wathne said. “It just gets
easier to say ‘yeah, I’m not good at
that.’”
It’s important to ask questions about
the position and company at the end of
an interview, as it shows interest in the
position. Boehm said asking specific
questions about the job such as what

software the company uses and where
to learn more about the skills needed
to succeed are important.
Wathne said asking about the
cultural aspects of the company can
help to determine if the job is a good fit.
Inquiring about why the interviewer
enjoys working for the company can
open the conversation to more details
about the everyday workings.
How does someone know if the job
is right for him or her? Wathne said to
follow what “feels right.”
“It was the first interview where I
didn’t feel like I was on trial,” she said of
her initial meeting with IRONCLAD.
“You kind of just know when you meet
the right people.”
Despite being free from homework,
Wathne and Boehm both said
adjusting to a new schedule and
lifestyle has taken some time.
The number one issue both
struggled with was finding a balance
between life and work.
“You have to take time for yourself,”
Boehm said.
Wathne added turning down
friends to opt for a night in is difficult,
but “It’s OK to say no.”
Boehm and Wathne stressed
the importance of building solid
connections with other professionals,
even after being hired.
“I think I’ve learned now, it’s not
always necessarily just networking,
but making connections and being
connected,” Boehm said.
Wathne gave an example. “You
could be in a room of 100 people
and network with them all, but who’s
actually going to do you a favor if you
need it?”
Overall, both graduates said
showing a genuine passion for a job,
giving an honest assessment of skills in
an interview and making connections
even before graduating will lead to
great opportunities.

ETHAN DEGREE • degreet@mnstate.edu
Weld and Lommen classrooms lose trash cans in hopes of amping up campus
sustainability efforts.

But why aren’t recycling bins put in
the classrooms instead of removing
the trash cans?
“We have to have several different
recycling bins for all of the different
materials that we are recycling,”
Herbst said. “The number of bins
required would be very high and
really cost prohibitive in the long run.”
Now that the start of the program

is underway, the Office of Campus
Sustainability is ready for the
challenges that may lie ahead.
“Sustainability
isn’t
always
convenient and I think that’s one of
the major themes,” Herbst said. “It
probably won’t be convenient at first,
but I think we will get used to it and
it’s a change for students that needs to
happen.”
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Opinion

Kim Kardashian: Has her asset really broken the internet?

BY WILLIAM PRYER
pryerwi@mnstate.edu

Kim Kardashian recently
teamed up with Paper Magazine
to “break the internet,” and it
appears they have done just that.
Kardashian posed for a
revealing shot wearing only
a pair of satin gloves and a
pearl necklace in the New
York City-based magazine.
Her body was oiled, and the
emphasis was drawn to her
famous butt. Another shot
showed Kardashian clothed in
a glittering gown and opening
a champagne bottle whilst
balancing a glass on her butt.

Within minutes of Kardashian
posting the images via her
Instagram account, the world
seemed to stop.
Kardashian’s two comets
nearly knocked the cometlanding mission off of the media
radar.
According to the Wall Street
Journal, the Twitter hashtag
#cometlanding was used 479,434
times, proving to be more
popular than #breaktheinternet
hashtag which was used 307,782
times. Additionally, Twitter
users appeared to tweet about
the comet landing in a more
positive light, with a sentiment
rating of 64, compared to the 43
Kardashian received.
Whilst I am somewhat
apathetic to Kardashian’s photo
shoot, it is concerning it seems to
be the world’s number one topic
of interest. There are so many
other global issues that should
be given more attention, such
as poverty, climate change and
corruption. Yet, Kardashian’s
giant asset seems to have
pushed these significant issues
into the background. People
are so consumed by vanity and
triviality important issues that
need media coverage are being
ignored.

The opinions expressed in The

Ad vocate are not necessarily those of

the college administration, faculty or
student body.
The Advocate encourages letters to
the editor and any submissions. They
should be typed and must include the
writer’s name, signature, address,
phone number, year in school or
occupation and any affiliations. Letters
are due by 5 p.m. Friday and can be
sent to MSUM Box 130, dropped off
in The Advocate office or emailed to
advocate@mnstate.edu.

Interested in being a columnist or cartoonist?
The Advocate wants you!

Contact Marie at veillettma@mnstate.edu.

Also, it is interesting that
Paper did not even attempt
to cover Kardashian’s body,
leaving absolutely nothing to
the imagination. I dare say the
photographs are actually boring
due to the lack of creativity. They
look more like a pornography
shoot.
Lauren Tuck, the assistant
editor of Yahoo Style commented
on Kardashian’s overt nudity,
saying: “... Paper has blurred the
line between fashion magazine
and Playboy.”
I totally agree. What’s apparent
about Paper is its confused
identity – a fashion magazine
selling nudity.
Kardashian’s photo shoot is
an awkward issue to address, as
there are so many viewpoints to
be taken. Opinions have ranged
from criticism due to her role as
a mother, to praise for her brave
presentation of her curves to the
world.
Ironically, the vast majority of
the people slamming Kardashian
for the photo shoots are, in
fact, adding to its popularity. If
you genuinely are against the
photo shoot, stop talking about
it. Period. It is frustrating to
hear people being so critical of
Kardashian, yet they cannot stop

talking about her.
The argument Kardashian is a
mother and should not appear
nude is redundant. It implies
that once you are a mother, you
are void of sexiness and should
be ashamed of your body. This is
not the case.
Yes, as a mother, you should
set a good example for your child
to follow. And yes, Kardashian
does appear provocative in the
photo shoot, especially with the
phallic champagne exploding in
her hands, but to object to female
nudity due to age or social role is
ridiculous and offensive. Beauty
should not correlate with these.
Then comes the issue of
Photoshop. The program has
been used for years to airbrush
celebrities and models. There is
no doubt about that, so I was
not surprised that Kardashian
has been the latest victim to
the editing software. It’s just
perplexing that Kardashian
would want to normalize
voluptuousness
whilst
still
adhering to digital adjustments
and to the extent that it was
edited. What message does this
send to her fans and women
in general? Even if you are
naturally curvy, that is still not
good enough? Your naked body

isn’t perfect until it is edited?
Kardashian’s photo shoot
seems to have coincided rather
ironically with Keira Knightley’s
anti-Photoshop photo shoot,
providing two extreme examples
of female representation in
society and the media.
Personally, I favor Knightley’s
photo shoot. Her nudity was
used in a social statement
context with a clear purpose,
whereas Kardashian appears to
be nude for the sake of being
nude. Oh, and for tweets of
course.
I think some commendation
is to be had for Kardashian at
least – she set out with a clear
goal of breaking the Internet
and, although the Internet hasn’t
actually crashed, plunging the
world in chaos, she has achieved
the attention she desired.
But she has done so much
more than that. Kardashian has
really forced people to question
the acceptability of nudity and
the role of being a ‘good’ or ‘bad’
mother. However, I think that
it’s necessary for the world to
stop worshipping and idolizing
celebrities to the extent of Kim
Kardashian and focus on actual
problems that are preventing the
improvement of society.

psychologist Adam Philips and
historian Barbra Taylor.
Philips and Taylor agree with
the Freudian principles about
the stages of life, asserting that
as humans mature, they become
aware and develop a need to
protect themselves. All of our
human desires come from a
need to preserve ourselves and
claim our position in the world.
There was one phase of
development
that
Freud
admitted existed, but placed
little emphasis on. After the
stage of individuation, meaning
comes through collaboration;
and meaningful collaboration
usually means kindness. It
means giving without expecting
anything in return.
Many people are afraid of
moving on from their defensive
nature and into a nature of
vulnerability.
Nevertheless,
Simons maintains that wise
people will exchange order with
risk to create and collaborate.
In light of this information,
the logical conclusion can be
made that being kind to people
is a result of a higher level of
maturity and development.
However, there are those who
will argue the fact that many
people really are nice to people
just to get what they want.
The fact of matter is there is
no way for a person to know if
another person is being nice for
selfish reasons or not, but I like

to believe that there are more
truly nice people out there than
we are willing to notice.
Many people avoid being
kind out of fear. They will talk
themselves out of kindness by
saying, “What if I get hurt?” or
“I won’t see the effects of my
kindness anyway.”
Once we let go of our
selfishness, these doubts and
hindrances will go away.
Others
avoid
kindness
because of time or money. Such
is human nature. We only do
when we have time and we only
give when we have money.
The sad truth is that if you do
not make time, there will never
be time. People make time to do
the activities they truly want to
do. If there is anything you have
not done that you keep telling
yourself you will do eventually,
the only reason you have not
done it is because you do not
want to. It is as simple as that.
The same goes for money.
You could be a millionaire and
continue to wait until you have
more money to send a check to a
non-profit organization.
I encourage you to break the
barrier our society has created
against kindness. Being kind is
not a weakness; it is a strength.
You do not have to do insanely
bold acts to be someone’s hero.
The most heroic acts are often
the small acts of kindness that
no one takes the time to notice.

Kindness in today’s world

BY SHAYNA RODEMAN
rodemansh@mnstate.edu

Too often in today’s society,
it is easy to dismiss or
avoid kindness because it is
misconceived. It is no longer
possible to be nice to people just
because you want to show them
kindness. There is always an
ulterior motive for kindness. If
you want to pursue or maintain
a relationship with someone, it
is assumed you want something
from them.
It is possible kindness is even
seen as a weakness or a need
for approval or acceptance. But
there has to be more to kindness
than that.
An article by Ilana Simons in
Psychology Today addresses this
issue by presenting the views of
a book called “On Kindness” by
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Healthy dragons are happy dragons

BY ALEXANDRA TOLLEFSON
tollefsonal@mnstate.edu

With all the talk of Ebola finally
dying down, it’s now time to focus
on the more pressing health issues
of our area. Namely, the common
cold and the flu. The semester is
almost done and everyone knows
how easy it can be to just let things
slide for a while. We tend to not
pay attention to health as closely.
It’s an easy thing to do, but it’s
something that can really affect us,
too.
Being sick can affect how well we
perform in our courses or whether
or not we make it to work. It can
even end up causing us to cancel
social plans. The bottom line is
this: staying healthy is important.
I talked with a handful of
freshmen students to ask about
what they were doing to keep
themselves from falling ill. Not
surprisingly, most of them said
they weren’t taking any extra
measures, if any at all. There were

a few who said that they used hand
sanitizer, but that was it.
Taking some steps to stay healthy
is better than taking no steps at all.
However, there are plenty of easy
things that anyone can do without
worrying about too much extra
time or hassle.
First and foremost, wash
your hands. I know that’s what
everyone always says, but it really
is true. Even the CDC (Center for
Disease Control) recommends it.
They argue that it isn’t just good
for you, but for the people around
you. How many times a day do
you touch your face, nose, mouth
or eyes without even realizing it?
“Especially girls,” my friend,
Sarah, a freshman, pointed out.
“What with all the make-up fixes
that need to be made and the
tugging at our hair and stuff.”
Doing this can transfer the
germs from your hands to an easy
opening into the body.
Furthermore, when you go
around opening the doors in
each of the buildings or using a
handrail on any of the staircases,
all of the germs accumulated on
that surface will transfer to your
hands as well. Washing them with
warm soap and water is all it takes
to keep any potentially harmful
germ from making its way inside
you.
While some complain that
washing their hands dries out skin,
it is worth mentioning that the
best time to apply lotion is when
the skin is still moist. So, instead
of drying your hands all the way,
simply apply lotion instead. Two
birds, one stone.

Another tip I have personally
noticed isn’t used by everyone is
to cover coughs or sneezes. Doing
so is not only courteous, but
preventive. By covering it up, you
prevent any germs from spreading
from your mouth to another
surface.
Sneezes in particular can be
harmful. They can travel up to one
hundred miles an hour, and the
wet spray can span five whole feet.
That’s a lot of ground being covered
by germs in a quick amount of
time. If you see someone not
covering up their cough or sneeze,
please politely ask them to. They
are potentially getting you sick by
not doing so.
Finally, getting enough sleep
and keeping a healthy diet can
help stave off sickness, too. Go
to bed an hour early if you aren’t
feeling up to another late night.
Your body will appreciate it. And
maybe instead of that piece of
pumpkin pie, good as it may be,
grab an orange instead. Foods that
are rich in vitamins C and E help
keep the body’s immune system in
tip-top shape. Examples of these
foods are peanuts, almonds, green
peppers, oranges, and broccoli.
Substitute these kinds of foods
for something that’s high in sugar,
since excessive sugar can impair
the immune’s system ability to
respond to the body’s needs.
Overall, using common sense
can keep most people healthy this
winter. As long as we remember
to take some extra caution, and
follow the aforementioned tips on
staying healthy, everyone should
be able to have happy holidays.

Honor your roots; listen to the trees

BY JESSY HEGLAND
heglandje@mnstate.edu

For the past several years,
a sliver in my mind has been
festering. Certain sports teams
in the NFL and at colleges are
using indigenous people as a
mascot. In the NFL, a particular
mascot is a textbook definition
of a racial slur.
“But my great, great, great,
great grandmother was a
Cherokee princess, so I’m 1/
umpteenth Native American. I
say the mascot doesn’t bother
me. I have authority on this. I say
we are honoring them.”
I’ve heard many defensive
people explain this to me as
a way of taking some sort of
“authoritative” stance on the
issue when it has been proven
such mascots and terms are
dehumanizing.
It also reinforces stereotypes
about an entire group of
people. Such stereotypes, like
the use of these mascots, are

dehumanizing.
The words of Rosebud Sioux
hip hop artist Frank Waln
illustrates the viewpoint of
Natives as a “people of the past
rather than a people with a past.”
November is American Indian
Heritage Month. MSUM and
other colleges around the
country have many activities
for students to participate and
learn about Native peoples and
their heritage. It certainly is an
opportunity to take advantage of.
Walking around this campus,
or anywhere, you can see and
meet these people. There are
events being hosted on campus
to learn about Native Americans
in their own words.
They are real. They exist.
They have hopes and dreams
and feelings just like the human
beings we all are.
So, when there is a protest
of 4,000 Native Americans
declaring these mascots are
hurtful and are not OK, we
should listen. As human beings,
we should listen and learn.
Why do I feel so passionately
about this?
The short answer is: I’m a
human being that doesn’t want
other human beings to have pain
of any kind.
When I hear someone tell
me that their “great, great,
great, great grandmother was
a Cherokee princess” I tend
to feel a bit offended, mainly
because anyone that actually
takes the time to research about
indigenous peoples, particularly
the American Indians, would
know that there were no kings,
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queens, or princesses.
The long answer is I care
because of my roots. I was
adopted the from the Spirit Lake
Nation near Devils Lake, N.D.
A couple summers ago, I took
a genetic test that clarified my
genetic percentage of Native
Ancestry. I am 1/4 Native
American. However, due to a
closed adoption, certain things
cannot be traced and the struggle
with legal documents makes it
difficult to enroll in a tribe.
That may be something I will
do someday if that is where my
journey takes me. But right now
I know where my path is leading.
As a person who has what’s
called “passing privilege” —
having the privilege to be seen
and “pass” as white and not
experience
the
systematic,
institutionalized oppression — it
is my responsibility to honor my
roots.
How do I honor my roots?
I listen. I listen to the words of
the people standing up saying
that these mascots do not honor
them or represent them. I listen
to music by native people. I listen
to the trees within the forest of
my ancestors.
I read history books, blog
posts, twitter, Facebook and
websites by native voices.
I watch films directed and
written by native people, and do
whatever I can to be a good ally
and to listen.
That is how I honor my roots.
There is no honor in racism,
and there is no honor in blissful
ignorance wrapped up in
cognitive dissonance.
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International neighbors interviewed for creative writings
BY KIT MURRAY
murrayki@mnstate.edu

Over the past few weeks, the Introduction
to Creative Writing class, taught by professor
Yahya Frederickson, has been on a journey
to another land. These students have visited
Bhutan and Nepal. How? By meeting with their
neighbors who live at CHARISM, Community
of Homes and Resources in Service to Many,
a non-profit organization right in the heart of
Fargo.
Students started the project by forming groups
of two or three. After brainstorming, discussing
what may be an obstacle, what to be aware of,
etc., they headed to CHARISM and interviewed
their neighbors.
It was terrifying, nerve-wracking, and exciting
to many of Frederickson’s students. This is the
first time he has assigned this project and was
aware that difficulties would come about. Many
of the neighbors at CHARISM were hard to
understand, a challenge to communicate with,
and a test of student’s patience.
Although it was not an easy task, it soon
became an enriching experience. It was evident
that students were inspired by stories from those
who now call Fargo their home.
Some arrived here from Bhutan with only a
few hundred dollars. One neighbor told a group
that she could only bring what she could fit into
her small sack. Loved ones and belongings were
left behind, and ahead of them they dreamed of
a place where politics and civil unrest were not
forcing them to become refugees. A place they
could call home.
Even though the communication barrier was
evident, students were able to subdue this with
different but effective methods. In order to figure
out a successful way to converse, groups tried to

establish what worked best for their neighbor.
Some tried writing down questions for them, as
it was easier for them to read, whereas others
had to reword questions and ask ones that were
similar.
“Every question we asked Devi was paired
with a smile and thoughtful response,” Taylor
Ganser, a graphic communications student,
said. “The language barrier was difficult to
overcome at first but with time we were able
to find an effective method of communication.
This practice can be carried over to normal
interactions. Just because English is not their
first language does not mean we are unable to
effectively portray a message.”
After days of attentive listening to the
neighbors, groups were able to piece together
stories of their interviewee. CHARISM is a
building that could easily be passed by, which
makes it even harder to bring awareness to those
living there. Although those who live here tend
to be quiet and humble, their stories are loud and
powerful. What many students took from it is
sure to last a lifetime.
To bring the project to an end, Frederickson
proposed having a small party with his students
and their neighbors at CHARISM. Cake, fruit,
tea and juice were provided while students
interacted with each other. It was a time for
everyone to celebrate an enlightening project
that was soon coming to a close.
CHARISM is neatly tucked away in south
Fargo, providing a comfortable life to those in
need. It is hard to bring awareness to places like
this in Fargo. The creative writing class on campus
was willing to take on the challenge of sharing
the stories of those they’ve had the opportunity to
meet. Keep an eye out for a blog soon to be created
on the MSUM website where each group’s story
will be accessible with the click of a button.
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Taylor Ganser was one of many students who had the opportunity to visit with
international neighbors at CHARISM this year.

MSUM rumors, stories exposed
BY ZANA POMMIER
pommierza@mnstate.edu

Students are surrounded by gossip
of ghosts, underground tunnels
and mysterious pools existing on
campus. But what’s fact and what’s
fiction?
Rumors that abound about
underground tunnels on campus
are true: they provide services to
buildings.
They work by “providing utilities
from the physical plant,” said
Jeff Stedje, building maintenance
supervisor.
“The widest area of the main
tunnel allows for one person to
pass through and you must duck
your head to avoid hitting valves
that have 260 degree steam flowing
through them,” said Jeff Goebel,
MSUM’s physical plant manager.
The tunnels also include 12,500
volt main power feeds as well as

fiber optic cables for fire alarm and
building control systems.
Students who hate cold weather
will be disappointed to know that
underground tunnels for pedestrians
will probably never exist on
campus. Despite student demand,
underground tunnels for pedestrian
use would be an extremely expensive
addition to campus. The Red River
Valley’s high water table would
require waterproofing the tunnels
and installing dewatering pumps.
Dewatering seems to be a
prevalent problem on campus as the
rumors of Flora Frick’s pool are also
true. In fact, the pool is still intact
and contains the air handler and
piping that support the Dragon Cafe.
“The pool was too small for
competitive swimming and fell out
of use as Nemzek’s pool was built in
1972,” Goebel said.
According
to
Moorhead
Magazine, the pool was even used

SUBMITTED
The bleachers in the Flora Frick swimming pool were torn down during renovations in
2000.

for an Aquatic club in the 1930’s
that produced “Surf Pageants.”
Although the pool closed down
in 2000, the area continues to bring
in traffic with the new generation’s
most popular eatery on campus.
Continuing the building’s theme
of physical education, a gymnasium
also existed in Flora Frick. The
gymnasium no longer exists, but
remnants of it remain.
“The evidence of a gym can be
seen above the 2nd floor of Frick
154 where we have an airhandler
hung in the ceiling,” Goebler said.
Students have heard about the
Holmquist slab, but few seem to
know it exists because of a 15-story,
163.5 foot tall building that once
occupied the spot proudly as one of
the highest in the surrounding area.
Taller than Nelson, the dormitory
was a landmark for campus. Built
in 1970, the high-rise was only 29
years old when it was imploded in
1999. The caisson in the building
had started to fail and caused the
building to have a slight lean.
“Neumeier Hall was deemed
structurally
unsafe
and
was
imploded,” Goebel said.
The building had housed over
10,000 students and the name
continues to be honored by the John
Neumeier apartments, built in 2002.
Perhaps the biggest legend
on campus revolves around the
infamous death of a janitor in Weld.
While the spiral staircase on which
the supposed accident happened
does exist, the truth behind the death
is unknown.
The Housing and Residential Life
staff seem to think it’s a rumor.
“I think that’s the big ghost story,”
said Kirsti Fleming, Assistant
Director of Business Services.

(Above and Below) Eerie views from the Weld staircase provide
students with fuel for their ghost stories.
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Campus bonds over love of soup
BY JORDAN SCHROEER
schroeerjo@mnstate.edu

Most students can name a
dish family members make that
no one can beat. Whether it’s
Grandma’s roasts or Mom’s
mashed potatoes, talk of those
foods brings happy memories
and a growling stomach.
However, when attending
MSUM one dish quickly
becomes a new favorite:
Chicken tortilla soup.
“I didn’t eat it until midNovember of this year,”
Hannah Lorentz, a junior
business administration major
said. “I’ve been missing out!”
Now Lorentz is among the
many students salivating over
MSUM’s chicken tortilla soup,
made from scratch in the early
hours of the morning at Kise.
“The company does have its
own recipe, but ours is unique,”
Deb Nordgaard, executive chef
at Kise Commons said. “It’s a

real handwritten recipe.”
Veteran production cook
Cathy Michaelson handwrote
the recipe and tweaked it
for nearly 30 years. “I’ve
tried different variations,”
Michaelson said. Eventually
she perfected a recipe that’s
“a little creamier” than ones
made in the past.
Michaelson is part of the
first graduating class from the
Wahpeton Culinary School
in 1974 and has been stirring
up creations at MSUM since
1987.
Thursdays, chicken tortilla
soup day, Michaelson arrives
at 6 a.m. to make 30 to 32
gallons of her specialty.
“The Dragon Stop gets
about nine gallons and Subs
and Sweets about four,”
Michaelson said.
The recipe calls for 30
pounds of chicken and eight
gallons of Kise’s homemade
salsa. The spices mixed into

the soup come in five pound
containers. All of these
ingredients plus more are
combined by Michaelson who
likes to cook “just like your
mothers and grandmothers at
home.”
The soup is more than a
delicious meal; some claim
it can lead to long-lasting
relationships.
“I met my wife over chicken
tortilla soup,” Adam Voigt,
residential dining manager at
MSUM said. “We had Tuesday
and Thursday soup dates.”
The 2005 MSUM graduate
would gather with some of
his friends, including his now
wife, and chat over some soup
and a sandwich.
Those soup dates eventually
turned into four years of dating
and a marriage.
“If you don’t want to get
married, be careful who you
eat soup with,” Voigt said.
Chicken tortilla soup is also

used to promote the campus on
Dragon or preview days.
“People have said, ‘I’m
coming here for the soup,’”
Nordgaard said.
Even Dragon Ambassadors
mention the delicacy when
showing MSUM to perspective
students.
“When the soup is part of a
tour, that means something,”
Voigt said.
“I had a professor who would
let us out early on Thursday
because we could smell the
soup,” Lorentz said. “It was in
MacLean and mmmmm, you
couldn’t pay attention with
that smell surrounding you.
All you heard was stomach’s
growling.”
While future and current
students rave about the soup,
you won’t find Michaelson, a
native Minnesotan, grabbing a
bowl.
“It’s too spicy for me,” she
said, then added, “my son likes

it.”
“Tastes like something my
grandmother would make,”
Lorentz said. “Just wow. It
reminds me of home, which
is nice because I don’t get too
many home-cooked meals.”
If Lorentz or anyone else
wants to recreate Michaelson’s
specialty, they won’t get a
chance.
“There’s no leaking of the
recipe,” Nordgaard said. “It’s
top secret.”
Even when those holding
higher positions in Sodexo,
the food service company on
campus, request the recipe,
they’re denied.
“People have said if they’ve
gone here, they miss it,”
Michaelson said.
While most students don’t
want anything changed about
chicken tortilla soup, Lorentz
has one suggestion. “My
only critique, make the bowl
bigger.”

Those affected by suicide loss
come together for Survivor Day
BY ELLEN ROSSOW
rossowel@mnstate.edu

For years, the Saturday before
Thanksgiving has been observed
as a day of healing, community,
and hope.
National Survivor of Suicide
Day was established in 1999 as a
day for those struggling with grief
due to suicide. A collaboration
with the American Federation for
Suicide Prevention (ASFP) has
allowed Survivor Day to grow
into a worldwide event.
A local Survivor Day event will
take place Saturday afternoon at
the Ecce Gallery in Fargo, thanks
to ASFP’s ND chapter. The
group was founded by Brenda
Weiler and her mother after they
suffered a loss due to suicide in
their immediate family.
Knowing the struggle of the
loss of a loved one to suicide,
Weiler believes Survivor Day
offers just what is needed in the
world today.
According to Weiler, the event
is intended to be a “healing
conference” for “anyone who
has been touched personally by
suicide.”
At this year’s event, a film
titled “The Journey” will be
screened for attendees. This
documentary was produced by
ASFP to inspire hope.
“It’s a powerful film that shows
how each survivor is weathering

the loss of a loved one, and
how they are finding their way
back to a life rich in meaning—
and even joy,” the Survivor Day
website reads.
The screening is timed
worldwide,
so
everyone
participating in the event
experiences it together. There are
also options for live screening
of Survivor Day events online at
survivorday.org.
“All over the world, everyone
is watching it at the same time,”
Weiler said.
The sense of community this
establishes is something Weiler
thinks is especially important
and unique about Survivor Day.
“So many people are dealing
with this,” she said.
Though the event occurs
worldwide, it is intended to
provide an intimate environment
for survivors in attendance. This
intimacy allows attendees to
open up and make connections
with fellow survivors, Weiler
said.
The event will also include
hands-on activities and healing
projects.
ASFP will also be offering
resources for attendees of
the event. A mental health
professional will speak to
attendees, and information on
financial support, grief during
the holiday season, and other
concerns surrounding mental

illness and depression will
be provided. ASFP also has
information about its two local
support groups for those in
need.
The Saturday event spans
from 11:30 a.m. – 1:30 p.m. at
the Ecce Gallery in downtown
Fargo.
While this event is geared
specifically for those personally
affected by suicide, ASFP offers
events for the general public as
well.
ASFP strives to make sure
the once-taboo topic of suicide
continues to be talked about,
researched, and advocated for.
Their Out of the Darkness Walks
are held year-round all over the
United States. The most recent
walk in Fargo took place in
late September, and had nearly
1,100 attendees.
With more than 60 chapters
nationwide, ASFP is available
to anyone.
For more information about
upcoming walks or other ASFP
events anywhere, visit ASFP.
org. The website also offers
resources for those struggling
with suicide in any way. If you
or someone you know is in
crisis please call 1-800-273TALK (8255).
For
anyone
personally
affected by suicide in any way,
Weiler has one thing to say:
“You are not alone.”
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MSUM alumnus
reimagines
childhood
classic with
“Jungle Book”
ETHAN DEGREE • degreeet@mnstate.edu
Laura Berger, playing Kashi the narrator, performs in a tech rehearsal of MSUM’s upcoming production of “Jungle Book.” The Theatre Arts Department held auditions for the show in early September on
the second day of school. They then began rehearsals on Oct. 6.

BY SAMANTHA STARK
starksa@mnstate.edu

MSUM
Theatre
Arts
Department presents “Jungle
Book,” their second play of
the University Theatre Series,
for the general public on Nov.
22 at 1 p.m. and 4 p.m. at
Hansen Theatre.
When the theatre department
was deciding to produce this
semester’s children’s play
they didn’t hesitate to call on
theatre alumnus Ryan Soukup
to fill the part of director and
scriptwriter.

“The best part
about this
play is that
even though
it focuses
on children,
adults can
enjoy this too”

“I have always had a large
passion for children’s theatre
and focused my studies while
in school towards it,” Soukup
said.
Soukup has been involved
with children’s theatre for the
last six years; “Jungle Book”
marks his seventh consecutive
year involved in the process.
“I was allowed to pick my
show with only a restriction
of having a classic title that
schools would recognize,”
Soukup said. “We took a look
at a couple of different shows
and then ‘The Jungle Book’
caught my eye.”
This play has never been
performed or produced by
the MSUM Theatre Arts
Department before.
Soukup wrote the script
when he couldn’t find one that
followed his desired direction
for the play. He clarified

that there is no correlation
between this performance of
“Jungle Book” and the Disney
version other than being based
off the same book.
The story is about a young
boy named Mowgli who was
left in the jungle to be raised
by wolves as an infant when
his village was attacked by a
tiger. His journey starts with
him trying to find his place in
his jungle of a world.
“The overall storyline is
very similar to the book with
some changes that allow us to
fit it into a 50 minute show,”
Soukup said.
He did a lot of self-research
with the different types of
animals that can be found
in the jungles of India. In
addition, Soukup kept most
of the original names from
the book and just added a
few extra characters to help
children follow the story
easier.
“I didn’t read the full book,”
Soukup said. “I did read a few
sections of it so that I could
understand the overall plot
and flow of the story.”
He also worked in an
interactive section to the
play to keep kids engaged.
There are parts of the show
that contain moments where
the kids can help out the
characters.
“There is a part where a spell
is being cast so that the kids
can understand the animals
and the kids are asked to help
with the spell,” Soukup said.
Soukup would have been
lost without his “right-handwoman,” assistant director
Ann Sheldon.
“I think the best part about
being his assistant director
was our positive connection
and passion to make both
children and adults entertained
and inspired,” Sheldon said.
“The best part about this play
is that even though it focuses
on children, adults can enjoy
this too.”
The show will run for 15
performances from Nov. 13 to
24. Due to the overwhelming
amount of performances, they
ended up double-casting the
last weekend.

“In other words, we have
two full casts for the show,”
Soukup said.
Each cast takes turns
performing on different dates.
For example, the lead role of
Mowgli is played by senior
Chris Pitner and sophomore
Kyler Rayhill.

“The kids
were very
responsive
and generally
had some
very nice
things to say
about the
show”

The entire cast is made up of
MSUM students and alumni –
mostly consisting of theatre
arts, film and education
majors. In addition, there
is one student who attends
school at Minnesota State
Technical College who has
worked for MSUM’s Theatre
Department in previous years.
Their first performances for
an all-children audience were
on Nov. 13 at 10 a.m. and 1
p.m. at Hansen Theatre. Since
the play was produced purely
for children, performances
are in the mornings during the
week so schools in the area
can bring students on field
trips.
“The kids were very
responsive and generally had
some very nice things to say
about the show,” Soukup said.
“They are always very eager
and excited to join in on the
fun of the show.”
Go to tickets.mnstate.edu to
purchase tickets for the only
general public performance
on Nov. 22 at MSUM’s
Hansen Theatre.
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Album review: Spectral
“Faith in Strangers” takes
risks, succeeds
Andy Stott’s new album “Faith in Strangers” was released Nov. 17. It’s Stott’s first solo effort in two years and his fourth studio album.

BY CAMERON SEIBOLD
seiboldca@mnstate.edu

Ever since I heard Andy Stott’s
EP “Passed Me By” in 2011, I knew
I had stumbled upon an artist who I
would keep an eye on for the rest of
his career. The Manchester-based
electronic music producer who has
roots in techno and dub techno. That
said, he has evolved into something
so much more over the span of his
10-year career as a producer.
“Faith in Strangers” is another
step in the logical progression of
Stott’s sound over the past three
years. He has continued to work
with vocalist Alison Skidmore,
his former his piano teacher, as he
did in his 2012 release “Luxury
Problems. ” This time he added the
cold, modern, overdriven digital
elements that were present on the
2014 collaborative effort of with
cohort Miles Whittaker “Drop
the Vowels” to create something
completely unique and completely
his own.
The first track, titled “Time
Away,” is a gorgeous exploration of
a misty world of droning fog horns
and strings. Enjoy the moment of
solitude. It takes nearly 9 minutes
into listening to “Faith in Strangers”

to be greeted by any percussion
whatsoever.
“Violence” quickly sets the
mood of the next 40 some minutes
of the album. A master of vocal
manipulation, Stott quickly works
Skidmore’s haunting voice into
the mix. Just when a semblance
of a tempo becomes apparent, the
sub bass rumbles into existence
and Stott steals the listener away
into a world of crunchy overdriven
trap-style percussion and unique
rhythmically-driven music box
melody that swells under the
surface, teasing until it becomes
fully apparent.
The next track, “On Oath”
includes a generous portion of
vocals and vintage drum machines,
building up to an intense display of
jungle-inspired drums that are used
as melody as much as they are used
as percussion. Each hit is pitched up
and down, taking inspiration from
tracks such as “Up the Box” on his
previous release. When listened to
closely, the use of phasing white
noise and digital artefacts (that are
usually a product of recording in a
more lo-fi circumstance) are used to
the moment’s advantage, creating a
feeling of movement and space in
the sound, almost like being in a

vacuum of noise.
The following track is quite toneddown and more on the traditional
side of things, although still very
much unique to Stott’s sound. More
on the atmospheric side, “Science
and Industry” includes scattered
machine drum percussion and
beautiful vocal harmonies. I think
the showcasing of Alison’s vocals
is important in this track, as they are
nearly unheard for the next three in
a row.
“No Surrender” is true to its
name and relentless as ever.
Harshly overdriven synth arpeggios
start off the tune and build up into
a merciless peaking-on-the-mixer
jungle beat that will be familiar to
anyone within the rolling 150-170
BPM side of the underground.
When Stott steps up with jungle
style breaks it’s a match made in
heaven.
Up until this point in the album,
we haven’t even really heard from
Stott’s traditional techno roots.
“How it Was” brings us back to
those roots with a four to the floor
beat over top of rhythmically cut
vocal samples, atmospheric synths,
bleeps, and shifting loops that
sound like industrial machinery
stuck in a groove.

“Damage” is the only track I
would consider to be out of place
on the record. It’s an interesting and
unique track, but seems to be more
fit for a Death Grips instrumental
than in the thick of an Andy Stott
LP.
“Missing” is also an entirely
unique track to the album, however
unlike “Damaged” it still feels like
it fits the narrative of “Faith in
Strangers.” The hollow, distant bass
tone, eerie lo-fi synthesizer melody,
textural soundscape and bleeps that
sound straight out of a modular
synth kit are all reminiscent of
the experimental 80’s post-punk
scene. If it wasn’t for Skidmore’s
trademark vocals, it could almost
be mistaken for a Bauhaus or Virgin
Prunes track.
“Faith in Strangers” ends on a
nearly uplifting and bright note.
While still haunting, it’s more on
the gorgeous side of haunting rather
than dark. It’s like being visited by
the friendly ghost of techno retrofuturism.
The moments of reprieve
provided by Skidmore’s spectral
vocals are necessary with the
unrelenting heaviness of the main
body of the songs on “Faith in
Strangers”. The contrast between
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these moments are a main element
of what makes Stott’s work really
incredible. One moment it feels as
though you are being sucked into
a black hole, the next being pulled
back into the light.
I love that Stott is taking risks
with his newest releases. Too
often, electronic musicians put
themselves within the box of a
genre, specific BPM, or a certain
style of production, and they never
leave that comfort zone. Stott
has destroyed the comfort zone,
spanning multiple genres within
his last two releases as well as
finding a very unique style that
is all his own, all while pulling
everything together into a mostly
cohesive album.
After being pulled back and
forth between light and dark,
positive and negative, abrasive and
beautiful, I felt exhausted, a good
kind of exhausted experienced
after a challenging work of art.
My only complaint is that there is
never enough Stott to consume. I’m
left wishing for more of this sound,
with no other artist that I am aware
of to grant me my wish.
For fans of: underground dance
music, the Twin Peaks soundtrack.

International Creative Time Summit screens at Plains Art Museum
BY NARJES AL-BAKSHY
albakshyna@mnstate.edu

On Friday, Nov. 14, The Plains
Art Museum in downtown
Fargo organized a free, open
to the public live stream
screening of the Creative Time
Summit in Stockholm, Sweden.
The event ran from 8 a.m. to 5
p.m. local time and attracted

art instructors, museum staff
and members of the FargoMoorhead community.
Creative
Time
is
an
organization that funds art
projects globally for social
change. Based in New York City,
the 40-year-old organization
believes in three core values:
“art matters, artists’ voices
in shaping society and public

spaces are places for creative
and free expression.”
The organization has ties to
the Plains Art Museum. Last
summer, Creative Time coarranged for the exhibition,
“Living as Form, The Nomadic
Version” at the museum.
The Plains Art Museum’s
Director of Education, Kristin
Berquist,
organized
the
screening, which was held for
the first time at the museum.
“This event was just a popup and felt like a good fit based
on the programs we have,”
Berquist said. “I worked on it
with help from Creative Time,
who sent us information about
the event, and also a couple
of staff who are good with
technology.”
The Summit is a weekendlong event, however, the
museum featured only one day
of the conference. The museum
offered
refreshments
and
Swedish snacks for attendees to
have a feel for the conference’s
location in Stockholm.
The schedule included dozens
of curators and artists from
around the world who discussed
their topics of expertise, their
accomplishments and future
works. Some of the topics
raised in the live stream
include: Nationalism, how
politics reflect art and vice
versa; Activating Public Space,
how art is inspired by the city
around it; and Activating Public
Space, how culture affects the
urban landscape.

After the live stream, the
group of attendees raised a
discussion about what they
learned from the summit. Some
issues discussed were how to
form a larger art community,
raise awareness on culture and
art and listening to suggestions
on how art can influence social
change in the area of FargoMoorhead.

“Socially
engaged art
or public art
is becoming
a very big
deal in the
art museum
world”

Laura Dronen, a Concordia
College
alumna
with
a
bachelor’s degree in global
studies and classics, was in
attendance for the screening.
Her mother, Marcy Dronen, is
an art teacher at Washington
Elementary and acquired an
interest in art from her.
Dronen actively tweeted
during the day on talk segments

she found interesting.
Her
favorite part of the summit was
the nationalism topic.
“I enjoyed [listening to] how
rights are kind of eroding except
for transnational corporations,
how you have to be aware of
that and what artists can do
in the political sphere,” she
said. “Political activism and
social engagement is a very
interesting topic.”
Dronen is an active member
of the museum.
“Art is a tool for social justice.
A lot of [the museum’s events]
in the summer were about that,”
Dronen said. “The museum has
a lot of great events that you
should go to.”
Dr.
Yvonne
Condell,
retired MSUM life sciences
and biology professor has a
different perspective on The
Creative Time Summit. “We
should take away the idea that
we can be involved and how
creative we can be to finance
the arts,” Dr. Condell said.
Art museums around the
world find themselves more
active in social and political
issues.
“Socially engaged art or
public art is becoming a very
big deal in the art museum
world,” Berquist said. “It’s not
necessarily something that
had a tradition in museums in
the same way it’s becoming
done now. It’s something that
this museum really believes
strongly in, we want to be a
place for the community.”
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Women’s rugby team earns bid to nationals
BY SHAYLEE MEYER
meyershay@mnstate.edu

Football, basketball, and
hockey are just a few popular
sports in the Midwest, and
when a college’s team goes to
nationals, people usually hear
about it.
But what about the less
popular sports?
Take the women’s rugby
club, the Hummerz, for
example. They have been
winning or placing second in
almost all of their tournaments
in the last year.
Last fall the team made it
to the Midwest Playoffs and
was only one game away from
going to nationals.
“We were really close last
year. We lost to Wayne State
who actually just had won it,
and after we lost they went on
to win it again,” said senior
Breanna Bucklin, captain for
The Hummers. “We were that
close and it sucks to lose. After
we played [Wayne State] we
realized that we had to work
harder and step our game up
to play at their level, which we
worked on all off-season and
beginning of the season to get
to that point.”
Bucklin has been playing on
the rugby team for four years.
When she joined during her
freshman year, they made it
to the Final Four for the first
time, and have made it every
year since.
That is when the team
realized they might have a
chance at nationals in the

MSUM women’s rugby is currently pursuing their second consecutive trip to nationals.

future. Now is that future.
“It’s just finally starting
to sink in,” said sophomore
Sydney Zenen. “When we won
against Wayne, I was like ‘ok
we’re going to nationals’ and
now I’m just like ‘oh my gosh,
we’re going to nationals!’”
The Hummerz made it to the
Final Four again, in Rochester,
Minn., to qualify for the
national tournament.
They beat out Carleton
College in the first round and
then beat Wayne State in the
championship game.
Since both Carleton and
Wayne are two-time national
champions, playing against
them prepared the Hummerz

for teams they will be playing
at nationals.
“I think our first game
we play a team that’s been
there three years in a row,”
said sophomore Beth Myers.
“Obviously they’re going to
want it really bad, but I feel
like we want it really bad too,
so it’s kind of even there.”
Even though the Hummerz
have never been to nationals,
they are still entering the
tournament strong with an
undefeated record.
Playing two really difficult
teams is one thing that will
prepare them for nationals,
but they have also been
stepping things up at practice
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by working hard all the way
through and going to the gym
on their own time.
“Brandi
and
Breanna
have for sure been a huge
inspiration, they send us
motivational texts every single
day and make sure that we’re
all getting in there,” Myers
said. “So we all just make sure
we work really hard and get to
the gym plus practice.”
Another
thing
the
team needed to take into
consideration was the cost
of getting to nationals. This
year the tournament is held in
Cherry Hill, N.J.
They usually all pile into
vans to get to tournaments, but

this one is a little too far, so
they decided to fly.
There are 19 players, a
coach and a manager going on
the trip.
Factoring in flight, hotel,
and food costs, everything will
total about $12,000.
To pay for everything, they
fundraise all year by selling
tickets and working events at
the Scheels Arena.
They
also
make
a
presentation to the Students
Activity Budget Committee to
ask them for help in funding
what they need.
Going to nationals is a huge
deal for the team. Not only
does it push them to work
harder, but it also will get their
name out there.
“I feel like this is helping
us grow, especially every
year when we do better and
better, it helps make it bigger
and people recognize it,” said
Bucklin
While the team is excited
about nationals, some of
the players are also a little
nervous. But that doesn’t mean
they won’t do what they have
to to win.
“We face our teams and we
are going to see stuff we’ve
never seen all year and they
are going to be our best games
since they’re the last ones,”
said Bucklin.
The national tournament
will be held on Nov. 22-23.
The team will be flying out the
Nov. 20 and coming back the
24th, hopefully with trophy in
hand.

Conditioning key in Dragon women’s second loss
BY TURNER BLAUFUSS
blaufusstu@mnstate.edu

In the second home game
in many nights, the Dragons
women’s
basketball
team
dropped a tight defensive battle
to the Northern Michigan
Wildcats, 49-45.
It was also the second home
loss in as many nights for
MSUM in a rocky start to the
season.
“Our intensity on defense
was good,” said MSUM coach
Karla Nelson. “It certainly
wasn’t a high-scoring affair.
Fatigue played a role tonight.”
The first half saw the Dragons
play with great energy from
the starters and their bench as
well. With an eight-point lead
nearing halftime, the Wildcats
scored three quick baskets to
cut the lead down to two, 2927.
The Dragons struggled to get
anything going offensively in
the second half as the Wildcats
took the lead and at one
point made it an eight-point
differential.
The Wildcats were led by
Alyssa Colla, who finished
the game with 23 points and
10 of them came in Northern
Michigan’s run early on in the
second half.
“[Colla] is just an exceptional
guard,” said Nelson. “She can
hit the three and does a good job

of getting to the rim in control
and a good pull up too. She’s an
all-around good player.”
The
Dragons’
offense
continued to struggle as they
had only mustered six points 14
minutes into the second half.
“We just got stuck on 35 for
a long time,” Nelson said. “And
I usually love that number
because it was my number in
college, but tonight I didn’t
particularly love it.”
MSUM’s offense is led by
Meghan Roerich, but the guard
couldn’t find her rhythm and
the team didn’t have another
player hitting shots to pick up
the slack.
“We’re trying to develop
our team, we’re very young,”
Nelson said. “We need to
become a better shooting team,
there’s no doubt about that.
The key for us is developing
a primary scorer and second
and third threats will be key as
well.”
One of the bench players that
helped get the Dragons back
into the game was Cheyenne
Ironheart. The athletic guard
finished with eight points
including a big basket down
the stretch.
“[Ironheart]
brings
athleticism,” Nelson said.
“She’s going to continue to get
more playing time and played
really good off the bench. She
had some nice passes and shots.
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Cheyenne Ironheart lays one up against Northern Michigan. The junior had eight points off the bench for the Dragons.

What a fan doesn’t really see
is the defensive end, and she’s
going to continue to improve.”
The defense kept the Dragons
in the game as the clock ticked
away.
Heather Strese came away
with a big steal and also forced
a turnover to help cut the lead
down to two. After failing to
tie the game, MSUM had to
foul Colla, who sank both free

throws to round out the score
49-45.
“Second half it felt like
a little bit of fatigue,” said
Nelson. “We weren’t as sharp
and we missed a lot of shots.”
The Dragons are now 0-2,
but with all the new faces on
the roster, coach Nelson knows
they can turn it around once
they find their rhythm.
“I’m disappointed we lost

two games at home,” Nelson
said. “I’m happy to see we
improved after last night’s
game. We have five freshmen
and two transfers. With 12
girls on the team, over half our
roster is new and we’re going
to continue to get better.”
The Dragons’ next game is
Thursday on the road against
San Francisco State University,
Calif. Tipoff is set for 5 p.m.
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News
CHARTING, FROM FRONT
Board of Trustees Chairman Tom
Renier released a statement regarding
the faculty votes.
“It continues to be disappointing that
the faculty union is employing this tactic
to stop the critical conversations that
make up CTF and the change needed
to ensure that affordable and accessible
higher education remains a reality for
all Minnesotans,” he wrote. “MnSCU
will continue to seek broad input on the
ideas produced by the faculty, staff, and
students on the implementation teams
and welcome the faculty back to the
table any time they choose to return.
Given the offer of mediation, we hope
that time is soon.”
Faculties rejected the proposal of
mediation the day it was proposed Nov.
6.
MnSCU’s statewide representative
of four-year colleges, the Inter Faculty
Organization, decided last month to stop
participating in the chancellor’s overhaul
of the system. It was joined by the union
for faculty at two-year colleges.
The protest has been building
for more than two weeks, since the
unions representing nearly 9,000
faculty members announced they were
withdrawing from the planning process
for the reform. The union leaders say
they’re not against the plan itself, but
they say their concerns about how
changes may affect quality of education,
have been ignored.
And faculty members are not the
only ones registering concerns with

Rosenstone. Within the same week, the
student senate at Metro passed its own
unanimous vote of no-confidence in
the chancellor’s leadership, questioning
his performance, professionalism, and
accountability.
Both Metro and Winona’s student
senates, as well as the Inter Faculty
Organization have issued lists of
concerns they have with the chancellor.
Metro State professor Monte Bute,
action coordinator for the organization,
said his group sent trustees a list of
complaints in June.
“The Board of Trustees brushed
aside those faculty concerns and gave
the chancellor a glowing job review,”
he wrote. “When trustees failed to take
our concerns seriously, it precipitated
this series of no-confidence votes on the
seven campuses.”
Metro Student Senate Public
Relations Officer Amber Hamm said
those votes played a role in the senate’s
decision.
“The position of the faculties were
factors in our decision and vote,” Hamm
said. “We also discussed and weighed
many other factors.”
Hamm said that following discussions
with Metro students and student leaders
from other MnSCU institutions, the
senate was able to come to its decision.
“We do believe the faculty has
considered the students in its decisions
and we do not feel that they are acting
solely in their own interests,” Hamm
said. “We have not specifically
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discussed the faculty action in terms of
our position, but it has been a part of
our discussions in this matter.”
Both senate complaints cited,
among other things, a lack of
transparency that has negatively
impacted morale.
Rosenstone, in his defense, has
said he intentionally created an
open process, with teams of faculty,
students, staff, and administrators to
debate and shape the new plan.
In response to the students’decision,
Rosenstone issued a statement which
carried a familiar tune.
“I am deeply troubled by the latest
in a coordinated series of votes of
no-confidence, particularly because
it comes from our students,” he said.
“I have asked for the opportunity to
meet in person to respond to these
concerns.”
Though Hamm says the senate is
willing to have a dialogue, Rosenstone
has since said he is not interested in
discussing Metro’s concerns.
“It’s hurtful when people say, ‘We
don’t like what you’re doing,’ but it’s
even more hurtful when they reach
that conclusion without giving you a
chance to respond,” he said. “I think
the time for the invitation should have
been before they took their vote.”
Thursday saw the launch of a
petition on change.org, created by
former Metro student body president
Christopher Nguyen, to ask Governor
Dayton to request the chancellor’s
resignation.
The petition states that the chancellor
has failed in his responsibilities and
damaged public trust.
“While many would agree that
the state’s higher education system
could be better, it is imperative that
MnSCU’s stakeholders collectively
row the ship in the same direction,”
the petition reads. “The effort to
coordinate changes has been done
unilaterally and in secrecy, with
little to no flexibility for changes or
participation in how our system goes
from good to great.”
In a comment on the petition’s
website, Winona faculty member
Matthew Hyle said he is deeply
concerned that the chancellor places
his financial well-being above his
constituents.
“He appears utterly clueless
concerning the issues that directly
affect MnSCU,” Hyle said.
Hamm explained that Nguyen
did not consult the senate prior to
its posting. She encourages those
interested in the petition to read it
carefully and arrive at an individual
decision prior to providing a signature.
The petition was just the conclusion
of a day filled with dissent for the
chancellor.
Earlier, heads of the StudentAlliance
at Inver Hills Community College
organized a demonstration outside
of their university’s gallery walk to
provide an alternate perspective.
Organizer Grace Scoonover said
the protest was really just fulfilling the
group’s purpose. She explained that
the alliance is intentionally unofficial in
an effort to maintain its independence.
She said its ultimate goal is to promote
honesty between students, faculty, and
administration at their university and
throughout the system.
“Our group’s main focus right now
is raising awareness about CTF and
how negatively it could affect us as
students,” she said.
About 15 students gathered outside
the event, handing out flyers and
hosting interactive displays, with the
hope of providing another perspective
on CTF and the chancellor’s actions.
Wearing satirical glasses and
mustaches and t-shirts printed with
redacted text, they explained to peers

that Rosenstone has yet to reveal
the more than 40-paged document
McKinsey & Co. produced for its
student-funded $2 million contract.
In addition to the issue of
transparency, Matt Peitso, one of
the protest’s organizers, objects to
CTF’s push for more online classes.
Scoonover feels similarly.
“We’ve been discouraged by the
decrease of on-campus classes,”
Scoonover said. “When we learned
about the apparent reason behind these
changes, CTF, we felt we should help
other students become aware of what
was happening. Most of our members
participated for similar reasons.”
Scoonover said that although the
group acknowledges there’s yet to
be any hard evidence indicating the
reform is the reason for these changes,
the system’s history of behavior and
the redacted McKinsey document,
as well as the chancellor’s lack of
transparency suggest the happenings
are related.
“Many of these changes that
Inver Hills and MnSCU have put
into place are already negatively
affecting students,” Scoonover said.
“One example is making things less
convenient for students by merging
campuses; shared services can take
options away from students. Another
example is the funding cuts that have
been made. The cultural center, the
veteran’s center, the peer-tutoring
program, and the honors program,
have all either experienced or been on
the verge of funding cuts.”
Peitso said he thinks the system’s
attempt at saving money will come
at the expense of student success, but
that getting the message through to the
chancellor is a lost cause.
“He hears our voices, but then he
disregards them,” Peitso said.
Scoonover agreed.
“The chancellor has disregarded
student, as well as faculty, opinions,
concerns and ideas, but he continues
to claim student success as his priority,
saying he takes into account our voices
for decision making,” Scoonover said.
“Few of his actions have reflected this
claim.”
Scoonover said though students
were largely concerned by the group’s
information, their reactions to the
demonstration were generally positive
and responsive.
“Many students were unaware
or only vaguely aware of what CTF
was,” she said. “A significant number
of faculty members were supportive,
encouraging, and even thankful.”
Scoonover said that although there
was some negative feedback from
both students and faculty, the group’s
goal was to raise awareness of the
situation and share their perspective as
students.
“I think we definitely achieved that
goal,” she said.
In contrast, leaders of the Minnesota
State College Student Association,
which represents students at Inver
Hills and MnSCU’s other two-year
colleges, are firmly on board with
Rosenstone’s project. Association
president Kayley Schoonmaker
said she hopes that a more efficient
MnSCU system will reduce student
costs and that greater collaboration
among colleges and universities will
make it easier to transfer credits.
Rosenstone hopes more students
will take Schoonmaker’s position.
The chancellor spent two hours
Wednesday night at Winona State’s
student senate meeting, taking
questions and complaints about his
leadership, especially regarding CTF.
A week earlier, the students
formally complained about the
secrecy surrounding the McKinsey
document and its expenses, as well

as the disrespect they say Rosenstone
has shown students and his failure to
advocate on their behalf.
Winona student body president
Jessica Hepinstall said Wednesday’s
meeting went well, though they’re still
considering giving Rosenstone a vote
of no-confidence. The decision was
tabled for the senate’s next meeting
Wednesday.
“I don’t think that the trust is too far
gone, but I think we need to see some
progress being made. It’s not broken
beyond repair,” Hepinstall said.
Rosenstone said talking with the
Winona State students “strengthened
an understanding” of what each side
wants. He said he would like to do that
more often.
“Sometimes, the distance breeds
lack of familiarity with each other, a
lack of trust,” Rosenstone said. “Every
time we get suggestions and make
changes in response to the suggestions,
we make progress. We listen, we try to
make a path forward.”
Rosenstone emphasized he was
committed to a “very open process”
and urged students and others to
participate in it.
“If we don’t have it right, help us get
it right,” Rosenstone told the senate. “If
you’ve got a better idea, put the better
idea on the table. If we’re pointing in
the wrong direction, point us is in the
right direction.”
The chancellor also told the students
that change was imperative, noting
a necessary improvement in student
success rates.
He reported that only 50 percent of
MnSCU students get a diploma in six
years.
“I think we need to do a much better
job,” he said.
Rosenstone also argued for giving
students credit for demonstrating prior
knowledge, instead of having them
take courses that may be a waste of
time and money. He claimed students
across the system would save $19
million a year in tuition if just 10
percent of students were to get credit
for one course because they can
demonstrate their skill.
Rosenstone’s unusual appearance
was prompted by the senate’s
invitation. The WSU group had also
placed on its agenda a discussion of
a potential no-confidence vote of its
own, which it decided to table until its
next meeting Wednesday.
Despite the recent interaction, it
seems Rosenstone’s relationship
with students continues to threaten
the project. Although some students
see CTF as having the potential to
improve the state’s public highereducation system, they are generally
upset with an organizational structure
that largely puts administrators in
charge and denies what they consider
vital information.
“Our recent vote of no-confidence
in Rosenstone was not because of his
implementation strategy or CTF, but
our issues with his professionalism
and lack of ability to be inclusive
with the student body,” Hamm said.
“As the governing body and students
ourselves, we felt this decision was
in the best interest of our students.
We feel, as students paying tuition
and that money going toward this
project, we should be more handson-deck in the process.
“Right now there are two students
on these committees to represent all
MnSCU students. Specifically for
us, that is one student to represent the
very unique seven state universities.
We do not agree with that, nor do we
agree with the transparency of this
process and the McKinsey contract.
If we are funding this, shouldn’t
we be allowed to know what is
happening? I think so.”

